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Venture Capital (vc) plays an important role in the success of their
portfolio companies. Small- and medium-sized companies often strug-
gle with the resources required to succeed in the market. vc not only
helps companies with the required financing but also provides the
knowledge, understanding and expertise required to excel in the mar-
ket. The study explores vc non-financial value-added contributions in
the commercialization of clean technologies. Cleantech is a term asso-
ciated with the companies involved with technologies, products, pro-
cesses or services that seek to lower the negative environmental im-
pact by improving efficiencies, reducing waste, encouraging the use
of sustainable sources and environmental protection. However, the
success of companies operating in this sector, at times, becomes chal-
lenging since these technologies are often disruptive in nature, contest
business-as-usual practices by inducing efficiencies in the current pro-
cesses or radically transforming the existing infrastructures. This qual-
itative case study is based on five companies operating in the Finnish
clean technology sector. Data is collected in the form of semi-structured
interviews whereas within the case and cross-case analysis approach
is adopted to gain a comprehensive understanding of the studied phe-
nomena. This study delineated vc’s contribution to technology devel-
opment, corporate governance, mentoring & industry expertise, recruit-
ment, collaboration & internationalization, acquiring additional financ-
ing and certification effect. The findings of this research provide impor-
tant insights for the industry specialists, managers as well as the scien-
tists involved in this field of research.

Key words: venture capital, non-financial value addition, clean
technology, commercialization
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Introduction

Venture capital (vc) can play an important role in assisting compa-
nies in successfully commercialize their technologies (Samila and
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Sorenson 2010). Klofsten (1999) states that bringing new technolo-
gies to the market is a challenging and resource-intensive process
requiring a huge amount of money, knowledge, skills and under-
standing of the market. The evidence suggests that a number of
disruptive solutions have failed to become successful in the mar-
ket due to their inability to cope up with the challenges and com-
plexities faced during the process of commercialization (Bocken
2015). Venture capital can help companies in addressing these chal-
lenges by providing necessary financing, knowledge, understanding
and expertise required to excel in the market (Hellmann and Puri
2002). The contribution becomes even more important for start-ups
and small- and medium-sized enterprises (smes) as these are often
characterized by limited human and financial resources (Hsu 2006).
There is plentiful evidence to support the proclamation that vc in-
volvement was a critical factor in ensuring the effective commercial-
ization of various business initiatives across the globe (Kerr Lerner,
and Schoar 2014). However, the having vc on board is not always an
assurance for success as there are many examples where collabo-
rating with vc have led to the less desired results, often in the form
of failures and bankruptcies of the incumbent companies (Busenitz,
Fiet, and Moesel 2004; Gaddy et al. 2017). Research conducted by
Popov and Roosenboom (2012) and Hsu (2007) found that collabo-
rating with venture capital has helped companies in developing core
technology, finding collaboration partners and improving the legit-
imacy of the company. On the other hand, authors such as Dimov
and de Clercq (2006) and Anokhin, Wincent, and Oghazi (2016) have
presented cases where collaboration with vc has adversely affected
companies’ performance. Ghosh and Nanda (2010), Guler (2007) and
Anokhin (2006) studied the causes of the failure and identified that
lack of industry-specific specialization, high technology risk, accel-
erated exit plans or opting for less suitable deals are some of the
causes of these failures.

Kaplan and Strömberg (2000) state that the level of vc’s involve-
ment and the type of input towards its portfolio businesses may
differ in distinctive perspectives and industries. The existing stud-
ies have explored vc’s contribution in the conventional industries
(Dushnitsky and Lavie 2010; Maula, Autio, and Murray 2010; Bertoni,
Colombo, and Grilli 2011), however, the literature concentrating on
the contributions of vc in the Cleantech is rather limited (Bürer and
Wüstenhagen 2009; Marcus, Malen, and Shmuel 2013; Cumming,
Henriques, and Sadorsky 2016) and has scarcely been studied in the
context of Finland. The novelty of this research, therefore, is that
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it seeks to explore vc value-added contributions in Finnish-based
Cleantech companies.1 Finland offers a unique case to study venture
capital’s value-added contribution in the Cleantech companies for
two reasons. Firstly, the country is ranked as one of the leading coun-
tries when it comes to innovating new technologies. According to the
latest Bloomberg Innovation Index (Jamrisko, Miller, and Lu 2019)
and The Consumer Technology Association ranking (2019), Finland
is the third most innovative country in the world, while it ranked at
number two when it comes to clean technologies (The Global Clean-
tech Innovation Index 2017 2017). The innovation input, public r&d

and innovation culture are some of the driving factors, however, the
country is found to be lagging behind when it comes to commer-
cialization (Shakeel, Takala, and Zhu 2017). Secondly, the country is
considered as a great start-up hub (Business Finland 2019) attract-
ing substantial investments in conventional as well as environmen-
tally friendly technologies (European Chamber 2019; Näyhä 2019).
Therefore, it offers an interesting case to explore venture capital’s
value-added contributions in the Cleantech companies operating in
Finland. The remaining parts of this article are structured as follows.
The second section presents a literature review, the third section de-
tails the methods adopted whereas the fourth section presents anal-
ysis followed by the fofth section presenting discussion and conclu-
sion.

Literature Review

vc’s non-financial value-added contribution has grown as an impor-
tant field of research. A number of studies have explored vc con-
tribution to technology development (Chen 2009; Lahr and Mina
2016). The literature on vc is rather rich and comprehensively ex-
plains certain types of possible vc input. The review of the liter-
ature reveals that collaborating with venture capital can have a
mixed result i.e. it can help companies in ensuring success or can
also cause companies to struggle. Nevertheless, a vast stream of re-
search concludes that the influence is positive (Samila and Soren-
son 2011; Sørheim 2012). Gorman and Sahlman (1989) classify the
value-added contributions of vcs and point out that vc support can
be observed in finding supplementary financing, strategic develop-
ment, operational planning, management recruitment presentation
to potential customers and suppliers and resolving compensation
concerns (Gorman and Sahlman 1989). In their analysis of 20 peer-
reviewed articles on studying vcs value-adding performances Large
and Muegge (2008) recognize ten different value-adding services
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provided by vcs. Contributions made on the external fronts are le-
gitimation and outreach, whereas internal ones deal with recruit-
ment, strategy, consultation, operation, mentoring and mandating.

Burt (1992), Aoki (2000), Gans, Hsu, and Stern (2002) and Lind-
sey (2002) state that venture capital can also serve their portfolio
companies as information intermediaries, ensuring privileged busi-
ness networking information access and decreasing exploration ex-
penses during the process of pursuing proper cooperation partners.
A study conducted by Sapienza, Manigart, and Vermeir (1996) found
that relevant industry experience is vital to be able to add more
value since their findings have shown that vc investors with ex-
perience from the venture’s industry provided significantly more
value-added than vcs without such specific industry know-how. vcs

guru entrepreneurs, using their connections and knowledge, often
contribute as referring points and participate in strategic planning
(MacMillan, Kulow, and Khoylian 1989; Kaplan and Schoar 2005).
Moreover, this reputational effect can be critical in encouraging po-
tential stakeholders to participate in the venture’s further develop-
ment (De Clercq et al. 2006). Additionally, vc’s informational advan-
tages could improve timing in realizing the collaboration process
as well as start-up patent productivity (Kortum and Lerner 2000).
Fried and Hisrich (1995), in addition to the elements mentioned be-
fore, included moral support and discipline as a significant aspect
of vc’s contribution provided to the portfolio companies. Moreover,
start-ups are often not yet satisfactorily developed to the extent that
they could attract partners for collaboration on its own. Collaborat-
ing with vc can help in establishing contacts and finding partners.
Major literature on the role of vcs has highlighted their capability to
professionalize employment customs and human resources manage-
ment (Cyr, Johnson, and Welbourne 2000; Hellmann and Puri 2002)
as well as corporate governance (Lerner 1995; Baker and Gompers
2003).

Though, innovative technology solutions often struggle with a so-
called ‘valley of death’ between research supported by the govern-
ment and commercialization (Frank et al. 1996). To overcome this
obstacle and to find a way to capitalize on the early stages of com-
mercialization, characterized by a high level of risk, entrepreneurs
usually seek to partner with vcs (Gompers and Lerner 2004). It is
important to note that the interest of the venture company usually
comes from the so-called ‘exit’ procedure (Megginson and Weiss
1991; Lerner 1994), which is generating a return through an initial
public offering (ipo) or even a merger and acquisition by another
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company. Therefore, vc often enhances this procedure. Hsu (2006)
argues that vc support is positively correlated with the probability
of a portfolio company obtaining an ipo.

In general, vc as a financing institution improves start-up per-
formance (Kaplan and Strömberg 2003). Kelly and Hankook (2013)
in their empirical study found out that vc’s financial support fosters
both accelerated company’s development as well as processes of in-
novation and commercialization of a given initiative. Moreover, it is
important to note that vcs are not just passive investors (Samila and
Sorenson 2010). Many studies concluded that vcs are critical con-
tributors not only in filling the financial gap but also in providing
value-adding services such as technological, managerial and finan-
cial support or industry-specific networking as well as understand-
ing of foreign markets (Florida and Kenney 1988; von Burg and Ken-
ney 2000; Caselli, Gatti, and Perrini 2009; Bertoni and Tykvova, 2012;
Dubocage, Rivaud-Danset, and Redis 2012). As can be observed, vc’s
contribution is of various and wide-range forms, and in the rapidly
changing environment it is difficult to determine and put them all
together, which simply means that any list of such types cannot be
treated as exhaustive.

Methods of the Study

The aim of the study i.e. to explore venture capital value-added con-
tribution in the commercialization of Cleantech companies and to
study the phenomenon in the natural setting makes qualitative case
study a suitable research approach. The case study approach is an
appropriate strategy in the studied context as it provides researchers
with an opportunity to study the phenomenon in detail to address
the questions at hand. The purposive sampling technique was im-
plemented to identify cases (Ritchie et al. 2013). We have studied five
firms operating in the Cleantech sector in Finland, each accounting
for an individual case. The incorporation of multiple cases not only
provides an opportunity to enhance the validity and reliability of this
research but also allows studying the cases in detail and identify-
ing similarities and differences between each case (Eisenhardt and
Graebner 2007). The details of companies and their operations are
provided in table 1.

The data collection was done in the form of semi-structured in-
terviews. The approach provides researchers with the luxury of ob-
taining rich information while being focused on the studied context.
The respondents were either founder/ceo/board of the directors of
the companies, thus had solid knowledge about the firm’s history,
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table 1 Case Companies Details

Company* Core technology Founded

A Ceramic anode-supported solid oxide cells and stacks 2002

B Dynamic compensation solutions for power quality, energy
efficiency, and grid connections

2010

C Solid oxide fuel cell (sofc) systems for distributed power
generation

2012

D Wave energy converters generating direct-to-grid electricity 2008

E Auxiliary wind propulsion for ships 2012

notes *The names of the companies are replaced with letters to ensure anonymity.

operations, and strategic plans. The companies were asked to pro-
vide detailed account of contributions the venture capital has made
on different fronts, the concerns they had and the challenges faced.
The interviews were transcribed and the summary was shared with
the interviewees to avoid any misunderstanding as well as to ensure
that their viewpoint is well understood and presented.

The data triangulation technique was implemented to enhance re-
liability and ensure the accuracy of the findings. The sources of sup-
plementary data include case companies’ websites, press releases,
news articles, and industry analysis. Within case analysis and cross-
case analysis methods have helped in scrutinizing each case as well
as to perform a comparative analysis of case companies.

Analysis – vc Contribution Categories

The vc firm’s value-added contribution can be observed in various
forms. Table 2 presents the vc value-added contributions observed
in the case companies. We have grouped each vc contribution cat-
egory into three levels based on venture capital’s contributions. To
recognize the extent of contribution and the amount of engagement,
we have scaled the contribution from insignificant, to moderate, and
high. Insignificant refers to minimal to no contribution, while high
means that the vc has contributed significantly. Moreover, we have
developed a Venture Capital Contribution Matrix (figure 1), taking
into account both the extent and engagement levels. Engagement
refers to whether a vc has been directly involved in the process, con-
tributed indirectly, or not played any role in the investigated aspect
at all. In order facilitate the analysis and ensure the readers’ under-
standing of our research outcomes, we have indicated a representa-
tive capital letter for each contribution category in the first place, and
they are following: T – Technology Development, R – Recruitment, I –
Internationalization and Cooperation, F – Financing, G – Corporate
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table 2 Venture Capital’s Contribution Categories

High Moderate Insignificant

Corporate governance,
monitoring & industry ex-
petise

Certification, recruitment,
cooperation & internati-
olization

Techology development,
additional financing

E
n

ga
ge

m
en

t

Extent

TT

TT

T

F
FT

I

R
I

I

R
R

C

C
C

C

C

I

R R

F

I

F

G

G

G

G

G

figure 1 Venture Capital’s Contribution Matrix

Governance, Mentoring & Industry expertise, and C – Certification
effect. After that, we presented the findings in the context of each
Case Company by grouping them by colors, which are the following:
A – green, B – blue, C – pink, D – orange, E – gray.

technology development

Technology development can be one of the value-added benefits
that vc brings to the company as suggested by (Pradhan et al. 2019).
However, in our study, we have hardly seen any vc activity attribut-
ing to the direct development and shaping of the technology. Due to
the complex nature of the technologies, the valuable input that can
help in shaping the technology can only come up from someone who
is either an expert in the field, has been working with the technology
or knows the technical aspects.

The characteristics of the technology and the extent of technical
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understanding needed to make valuable contributions in technology
development is the key reason why we have seen very little to no
value added contribution by the vc.

corporate governance, mentoring & industry expertise

Improving the strategy and setting strategic orientation right is
found to be one of the key contributions by the vc firm. The technol-
ogy-based start-ups are formed by a team of technical experts, gen-
erally found to be lacking understanding of the business know-how.
The portfolio companies have ranked vc contribution in this domain
as of high importance. Mostly the fact of having a vc representative
on the board of directors is highly appreciated by its companies.
The companies which are in the early stages of development are
usually running low on resources and success is often connected to
supportive policies and infrastructure support. The vc companies
being well connected to the industry and having knowledge of the
market can provide valuable information that can help mitigate the
effect of such asymmetries. The market knowledge of the vc encour-
aged its portfolio companies to fasten the process and develop the
technology quicker and better than the competitors. Access to the
resources necessary to perform various tasks is also a valuable con-
tribution that vc brings to the table. Moreover, a fact of having past
experience of working with a firm ensures that the portfolio com-
pany can immediately find the required resources without needing
to go through an extensive market search process and finding a reli-
able partner. It reduces the time, efforts and associated transactional
costs.

recruitment

Team building is one of the domains where vc tends to contribute.
The contribution may come in the form of recruiting new people,
making changes in the top management or restructuring of the core
team. The vc is mostly active in assisting with profiling and suggest-
ing what sort of person could be suitable, which sectors to look at,
how much resources should be dedicated and how the compensa-
tion plan should be. However, in the example of one case company,
vc was directly involved in the recruitment process, as there came
a time when they needed to establish an office in Finland. The vc

helped the company in setting up the office, building a competent
team and discussing on setting compensation packages. Similarly, in
the situation of another firm the suggestion was made that the com-
pany should look to hire a new ceo. At the same time, the existing
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ceo, an engineer knowledgeable in technology development could
have more time to spend on improving the technology, reducing the
cost and making it more efficient. The new ceo was proposed by the
vc.

collaboration & internationalization

Working with vc can offer an excellent opportunity to collaborate
with the portfolio companies who are in a relatively similar stage of
development and operating in similar markets. In the case of its two
companies, the vc firm provided an opportunity to collaborate with
each other to develop the technology further, share their experiences
and learn from each other. Nevertheless, the collaboration should
be a voluntary act and firms involved in partnership should decide
by themselves whether or not they wish to establish such type of
cooperation.

Moreover, internationalization is an important area where vc can
assist companies (Lutz and George 2012). Due to the small local mar-
ket, technology companies have very little choice apart from looking
for customers and projects in the international market. vc has used
its connections to find partners to expand its portfolio companies’
operations.

acquiring additional financing

vc supports companies in fulfilling their financial needs through an
investment. However, in most of the cases, vc is not the only investor
in a portfolio company. The company may need additional financing
from different sources such as bank loans, business angels, crowd-
sourcing, and grants. vc can help companies in finding this addi-
tional financing, as witnessed in the situation of one case company,
which acquired financing from two vcs. The second vc firm was in-
volved in the process through the connection initiated by the first vc.
In the instance of another company, vc assisted the company in ap-
plying for an eu grant. Similarly, in one case company, the vc used
its connections and involved a multinational business entity to invest
in its portfolio company.

certification effect

Improving the company’s image and the legitimization is similarly
an essential aspect that vcs contribute. Having vc on board, in itself,
signals the company has a potential and the technology may offer a
unique value proposition. In such situations, having a vc on board
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is certainly helpful. However, in some cases, it may not have the ex-
pected outcome. This is no secret that vcs’ investments in the port-
folio company are for profit-oriented and thus they are constantly
looking for the exit procedure. This situation might be concerning
for prospective allies if they are seeking for a long-perspective part-
nership.

Discussion and Conclusion

This section concisely presents the extent to which vcs have pro-
vided a benefit to the portfolio companies. The analysis highlights
that shaping the strategic orientation right is one of the contributions
that has been valued highly, both by the case companies and the vcs.
The understanding required keeping the business operations run-
ning optimally, taking care of business, marketing, and management
related issues often seemed lacking within the core teams, compris-
ing mostly of technical experts. The vcs’ experience and expertise
in working with such projects can bridge this gap. The additional
challenge that companies face in Finland is a small domestic market
(de Jong et al. 2015). The companies often feel a need to go inter-
national from a very early stage to thrive and gain access to a large
customer base. vc can provide market knowledge, network, and con-
tacts needed to make these big steps in the foreign markets.

The analysis reveals the importance of having open communica-
tion between the portfolio companies and the vcs regarding how the
business should be taken further. A company having a vc on board
may leave the business-related activities like financing, finding part-
ners and strategy setting for the vc so that the core team could focus
on the technology development aspects. Moreover, when it comes to
creating trust, collaborating with vc has a dual consequence. A vc

can help in establishing sureness with the prospective partners who
are fearful of companies’ resources; however, it can also result in un-
certainties for those who wish to form long-lasting business alliances
with a vc-backed firm.

Notes

1 Cleantech is a term associated with the companies involved with tech-
nologies, products or services that seeks to lower the negative envi-
ronmental impact by brining efficiencies, reducing waste, encouraging
the use of sustainable sources and environmental protection. Cleantech
companies can be characterized by high investments ventures, usu-
ally operates in rapidly changing business environment, have relatively
longer payback time and often require adaptive changes in the existing
infrastructure.
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